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About This Game

The Game

Beyond the Sky is a dark-themed point and click adenture in which you play Selene, a young woman who gets lost in a dark
wood. Only by learning to see beyond the veil of appereances in exploring the world surrounding her and solving complex

logical puzzles will she finally be able to defeat her deepest fears and realize her dream of reaching the moon.

Features

Unique graphic design, thoroughly crafted and designed entirely by hand;

Complex logical puzzles that will test your skills;

Distinctive means of exploration that develops over the course of the game;

Many bizarre characters to interact with;

Emotional original soundtrack;

An articulate and multifaceted story that will encourage you to reflect on important and deep themes: life and death, fear
and trust, prejudice and conflict;
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A vivid world that blends a surprising mix of references ranging from the classics of Greek and Latin literature to
contemporary movies, classical art and pop culture;
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Title: Beyond the Sky
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Iperurania Arts
Publisher:
Iperurania Arts
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64bit

Processor: 1 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated video card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Russian
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this game is unplayable , i got stuck on the early mission, something bugged so i cant walk through downstairs
i was wondering what to do and suddenly when i press f2, the game just messed up. This game is fun, and for Early Access it is
really good. The price is a little to much, but i heard it is going to be on sale soon, so you should buy it then. In multiplayer is
where it is a lot of fun, if you have some friends to play it I would buy it. combat is fun and about 20+ weapons which are
scattered around the map and with solo it is still very fun.. Best single player game outside of Total War Series. Nope. This
game has too close of a zoom. The control scheme is awful. It has bots. Go play surviv.io instead. It's free and considerably
better in every way.. For Gameplay and First Impressions: http:\/\/youtu.be\/AKgJdI4SWhE

+:
-The visuals pass in terms of at least being doable to a certain extent.
-The basics are there at least. The very basics.

-:
-Control implementation is a problem, with only the dpad being available for the controller, in a game that needs precision.
-Level design includes leaps of faith and off screen projectiles that will frustrate.
-Not enough Variety leadss to boring missions.
-Weird spikes in difficulty curve happen and don't naturally teach and progress the player.
-Blending blue and green that naturally blend into each other makes it an odd choice for the base color of the protagonist, as he
blends into the background. Green's complement, something like Magenta, would have made a lot more sense.
-Doesn't really offer anything substanial. Nothing new or interesting, or solid in nature.

Flem does attempt to be a speedrunner, but basic elements of level design and layout show a game that doesn't have the elements
to appeal to its core audience. Leap of Faith gameplay combined with off screen projectiles can frustrate the player, while
precision with jumping due to using the dpad with a controller for an example hinders the experience. Not enough variety
occurs within the first hour and a half and made me want to play a game like JumpJet Rex for a speedrunner fix.. It won't even
start. It opens a window on my monitor, as if it wants to play the game there, but that window is blank. It's all black. On the Vive
headset, it shows the game trying to start up, then it immediately goes back to the default Steam VR environment. In the Steam
VR window, it shows "ave br is unresponsive".. Too short but worth the story.. Kayaks not allowed here.

Unlock all locations for kayaks damn it.
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the software is so unstable. I was actually just searching for a game to practice my typing speed. Apparently I've stumbled upon
a jewel which otherwise would've never noticed.

First of all the story is so easy to delve into, and when I notice the world detail it appears to be so alive and vibrant. It's already
refreshing just looking at the game itself. It may be just me but seeing the squirrels swarming the ground and the tiny details
alongside the wonderful and chilly music is a great experience by itself. The vivid colors and low-poly style only make the game
more lighthearted and enjoyable.

The mechanics are so simple yet brilliant, this combustion between an exploration-adventure game and arcade action is just
fantastic, not to mention that it actually pushes me to type faster and with higher accuracy. I also like the extra "skills" which
add even more flavor.

Finally, the world itself, I can't avoid mentioning the wonderful animations and unfolding effect of the world, also I really like
the way the world diverges to different paths, the ancient, hell even the unaccessibile areas are noted in such a beautiful way,
this attention to detail and terrain\/world builing in this game is fantastic in my opinion.

This game is a must have.. It's Fun to pass the time,Good game for strategy based thinkers.... game has a problem with hero
movement though, doesn't always move where you want and on the right waypoints.... HUNTING SIMULATOR VR Is an
ambitious game.

It tries really hard to work, but it doesn't.

PROS: Nice feeling guns
Great main menu music
Friendly developer

CONS: Animals don't react to player
Player can climb walls with the teleport locomotion
No way to change locomotion

Could I recommend this game in its current state? Sure, if you want to shoot goat props.
Do I want it to get better? Yes, definitely.. Gameplay footage: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=noF2r9btmFA

First off, the game's title leaves you expecting something more along the lines of Cards Against Humanity, but does't really
deliver on that level. Instead, there is a slow build to some mild levels of awkwardness, the worst being who you would save first
from a sinking ship (your significant other or your mother) or if you;d ratrher have dinner with an ex or Hitler. However, this
game is more about knowing yourself, the others playing, and in the case of solo mode the world around you as the topics get a
little more personal by the third set of each round.

Now, I'll admit, I have not played this on-line yet, or even in local co-op, and have only played a total of seven games. This game
apparently has 5000 questions so the surface hasn't even been scratched yet. But even as a single player experience, this game
relies more on how interesting the end result is, conparing your confority level against the others who play the game and
showing you just how good a person you are, or how many others feel like being
total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665as well. What you think is the most logical answer winds up not being your
neighbor may do in the same situation, and in a psychological level it keeps you coming back for more to see how similar or
different your mind and actions are to everyone else.

As it stands, this is definitey something I'd recomend picking up. There's also plenty of room for additional material down the
line. I hope that the devs include an option for steam users to incorporate the workshop function to add more, crazier cards to
the mix, or at least updates or DLC with new card bundles to keep the party going when the initial 5000 cards are eventually
exhausted. Hopefully the devs do continue to support this game, and this isn't the end we'll hear about Awkward.. Wonderful,
colorful wallpapers that are definitely better than standard ones. I can advise this utility, especially since it is not expensive.
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